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I came across this series by accident while browsing on  and it looked interesting so I added it to my

Wish List. My friend asked me what I wanted for my birthday and Vol. 1 was on the list. I have a ton

of comics, graphic novels, and manga but I never finish them; however, when I started Vol. 1, I

couldn't put it down! I enjoyed it so much that I bought Vol. 2 and plan to buy more! The characters

are lovable and it's written with characters we understand and relate to (the popular kids, the jocks,

the outcasts) from growing up.This isn't for children or maybe even teenagers (depending on the

family) due to its sexual innuendos and suggestive dialog. I can't speak for everyone, but I think it's

better suited for adults who understand that Yaoi Manga is Japanese homoerotic fan

fiction.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yaoi

It's not yaoi, as there are no explicit sex scenes.But I knew that going in, so I'm not

dissapointed.Overall, it's a very good light read with interesting characters and funny plots.I would

definately reccamend buying it.

These books get better as you go on! I don't want to give away to much in the book but it's just as

amazing as the first one. I didn't mention this in my first review but there are short stories at the end



of each book. They two I've read so far are pretty great. So the books are definitely worth buying

and reading.

Just as good as the first! The only downside about these are the little stories at the end of each

book. I wish those pages were being used for more of the actual story. :(

Funny..worth reading...however the sadistic guy sometime tick me off!!!but they are a cute couple

the second couple is cute too

HUGE yaoi /shounen ai fan, they're adorable and i can't wait till the next one in the series is finally

out.

Best book ever I even LoVe the short stories. But still wanting on the book 9 vol. Yes yes :)

a cute sweet semi realistic shounen ai and possibly my favorite manga
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